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Abstract: 3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and 3JHN,C′ couplings, all related to the backbone torsion angle φ, were measured
for the third immunoglobulin binding domain of protein G, or GB3. Measurements were carried out using
both previously published methods and novel sequences based on the multiple-quantum principle, which
limit attenuation of experimental couplings caused by finite lifetimes of the spin states of passive spins.
High reproducibility between the multiple-quantum and conventional approaches confirms the accuracy of
the measurements. With few exceptions, close agreement between 3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and 3JHN,C′ and values
predicted by their respective Karplus equations is observed. For the three types of couplings, up to 20%
better agreement is obtained when fitting the experimental couplings to a dynamic ensemble NMR structure,
which has a φ angle root-mean-square spread of 9 ( 4° and was previously calculated on the basis of a
very extensive set of residual dipolar couplings, than for any single static NMR structure. Fits of 3J couplings
to a 1.1-Å X-ray structure, with hydrogens added in idealized positions, are 40-90% worse. Approximately
half of the improvement when fitting to the NMR structures relates to the amide proton deviating from its
idealized, in-peptide-plane position, indicating that the positioning of hydrogens relative to the backbone
atoms is one of the factors limiting the accuracy at which the backbone torsion angle φ can be extracted
from 3J couplings. Introducing an additional, residue-specific variable for the amplitude of φ angle fluctuations
does not yield a statistically significant improvement when fitting to a set of dynamic Karplus curves, pointing
to a homogeneous behavior of these amplitudes.

Introduction

Intramolecular backbone motions in proteins have been
extensively studied by measurement of the backbone amide15N
T1 and T2 relaxation times and the heteronuclear15N-{1H}
nuclear Overhauser effect.1-5 However, only the amplitude of
dynamics taking place on a time scale faster than the overall
rotational correlation time can be quantitatively characterized
from such measurements.6 Considering that many biologically
relevant processes are associated with internal motions taking
place on much slower time scales, approaches that can define
these slower dynamics are of great interest. Two quite different
types of experiments potentially provide access to characteriza-
tion of such processes: measurement of exchange contributions
to the transverse relaxation rates, resulting from the change in
chemical shift associated with a change in conformation, and
measurement of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). Quantitative
measurement of the exchange contribution, commonly carried
out by relaxation-dispersion-type measurements, can accurately
define the time scale on which the internal motions take place,

but can identify motional amplitudes only in special cases.4,7

Measurement of residual dipolar couplings integrates the
orientation of corresponding bond vectors relative to the
molecular alignment tensor over a time scale of milliseconds,
and therefore intrinsically contains information about both fast
and slow internal motions, but not about their temporal
behavior.8-11 In this respect, it is important to note that
multiconformer ensembles of NMR structures provide small but
statistically significant cross-validated improvements with ex-
perimental RDCs over the use of a single conformer.12-16

Analysis of a large number of RDCs, measured for the small
protein GB3, in terms of slow correlated backbone motions also
yielded improved agreement with previously measuredJ
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couplings through backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds.17

Variations in local backbone dynamics from the RDC measure-
ments often are found to be remarkably large and depend on
the type of analysis employed. For example, considerable
differences are observed between backbone dynamics derived
for ubiquitin from overlapping sets of RDCs when using two
different approaches to interpret these data.10,13,18However, in
all cases, the amplitudes of backbone dynamics integrated over
the entire submillisecond time scale are found to be larger than
corresponding amplitudes derived from relaxation measure-
ments. Experimental3J couplings represent the population-
weighted averages of the instantaneous couplings over a time
scale of milliseconds19-21 and therefore provide an alternate way
to evaluate the amplitude of dynamics taking place on a time
scale from femto- to milliseconds.22,23For example, for a residue
in an extended backbone segment, with〈φ〉 ≈ -120°, largeφ

angle fluctuations decrease3JHN,HR significantly relative to the
value expected for the averagedφ angle.21 A previous com-
parison of experimental3J couplings related to peptide backbone
anglesφ in ubiquitin with values expected on the basis of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations suggested rather large root-
mean-square (rms) fluctuations of 24°, but with this rms value
being rather sensitive to the level of theory at which the DFT
calculations were carried out.22

Here, we evaluate whether three-bondJ couplings support
the large variation in backbone dynamics concluded from RDC
analysis. Our study is carried out for GB3, in part because a
very large set of RDCs already has been reported for this protein
domain, resulting in a very precise structure, and also because
it has been the subject of various modes of analysis, in particular
concerning its dynamics in aqueous solution. Moreover, the
small size and high solubility of GB3 permit its backbone-related
J couplings to be measured at high precision.

In principle, six different three-bondJ couplings report on
the backbone angleφ: 3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and3JHN,C′, as well as
3JC′,HR, 3JC′,Câ, and 3JC′,C′. A variety of experiments for the
measurement of these couplings have been proposed over the
years,24-28 and results reported for ubiquitin indicated their
values to be highly self-consistent as well as being in good
agreement with a single static X-ray structure.29,30 However,
measurement of such couplings is affected by the finite lifetime
of the passive spin (J-coupled to the spin observed directly),
decreasing the measured splitting by an amount that depends
both on the size of theJ splitting itself and on the selectiveT1

value of the passive spin.31 An elegant solution to this
complication has been put forward by Rexroth et al.,32 who
proposed to measure the3JHN,HR value from the difference of
two much larger, multiple-quantum (MQ)J splittings, which
each are much less affected by the finite lifetime effect.32 Here,
we extend the same concept to measurement of3JHN,Câ and3JHN,C′
and compare results with those obtained using conventional,
E.COSY-based25,33 techniques. Results show very close agree-
ment between these two different modes of measurement, and
thereby exclude the possibility of substantial systematic errors
in the data.

In past parametrizations of Karplus curves for3J couplings
observed in proteins, dihedral angles always have been derived
from X-ray structures, with hydrogens added to these structures
under the assumptions of ideal tetrahedral geometry at CR and
idealized, in-plane positions of HN. For GB3, a very high-
resolution X-ray structure is available, as well as multiple NMR
structures based on a very large number of RDCs, measured in
five different media.16,17,34The C′-N-CR-C′ backbone torsion
angles,φ, in the NMR34 and X-ray35 structures are quite close
(pairwise rmsd of 3.4°). However, while for the X-ray structure
coordinates for the lacking hydrogen atoms were added assum-
ing idealized covalent geometries, in the NMR structure the
experimentally determined1H positions deviate from idealized
positions. As a result, the differences in dihedral angles
involving protons in the X-ray and NMR structures, e.g., HN-
N-CR-HR, are nearly twice that value (rmsd 6.5°). A second
goal of our study, therefore, is to evaluate whether3J couplings
follow these distortions from ideality or track the torsion angle
defined by the C and N atoms.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparation.The protein GB3 was expressed and purified
as described previously.34 The {13C,15N}-labeled and{2H,13C,15N}-
labeled NMR samples contained 350µL of 4 mM and 500µL of 2
mM protein solution, respectively, in 95% H2O, 5% D2O, 50 mM
potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, and 0.5 mg/mL sodium azide.

NMR Spectroscopy.All experiments were performed on a Bruker
DMX 600 MHz spectrometer, equipped with a three-axis gradient triple-
resonance probe, operating at 298 K. All measurements of3JHN,HR were
carried out using the protonated sample. All measurements of3JHN,C′

and3JHN,Câ were performed using{2H,13C,15N}-labeled GB3.
The 3D CT-MQ(1HN,13CR)+SQ(1HN)-HNCA spectra (CT = constant-

time, SQ = single quantum) for3JHN,HR measurements (Figure 1a) were
recorded with 76 (t1) × 32 (t2) × 1024 (t3) complex points,κ values of
1 and 2,t1max ) 25.8 ms,t2max ) 19.2 ms,t3max ) 122 ms, an interscan
delay of 0.8 s, and 16 scans per free induction decay (FID). The 3D
CT-MQ(1HN,13CR)-HNCA spectrum for the3JHN,C′ measurement was
recorded with the scheme of Figure 1b, using 144 (t1) × 32 (t2) ×
1024 (t3) complex points,t1max) 49.0 ms,t2max) 19.2 ms,t3max) 122
ms, an interscan delay of 0.8 s, and 8 scans per FID. The 3D MQ-
(1HN,13CR)-HNCA spectra for3JHN,Câ measurements (Figure 1c) were
recorded using 256 (t1) × 32 (t2) × 1024 (t3) complex points,t1max )
87 ms,t2max ) 19.2 ms,t3max ) 122 ms, an interscan delay of 0.7 s,
and 4 scans per FID. The time domain data of all experiments were
apodized with a 90°-shifted squared sine bell function in thet1
dimension and 90°-shifted sine bell functions in thet2 andt3 dimensions,
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followed by zero-filling 1024× 256× 1024 complex points and Fourier
transformation.

3JHN,HR couplings were independently obtained from nonlinear fitting
of the intensities observed in a series of 2D CT-HMQC-J experiments,38

with total durations for the time where HN magnetization is subject to
3JHN,HR dephasing, 2∆ + 4T, of 45, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 ms.

In addition to the new ZQ/DQ measurements,3JHN,C′ and 3JHN,Câ

couplings were also obtained from 3D HNCA-based E.COSY-type
experiments,24 adapted for measurement of3JHN,C′

39 and 3JHN,Câ cou-
plings. For measurement of the latter couplings, a small flip angle (15°)
pulse was used at the end of CR evolution, rather than a CR-selective
pulse,29 which would have interfered with measurement of3JHN,Câ of
Thr and Ser residues, whose Câ resonate close to the CR region. The
3D E.COSY data sets were recorded witht1max ) 56.5 ms,t2max )
18.8 ms,t3max ) 263 ms, an interscan delay of 0.8 s, and 8 scans per
FID, corresponding to 3D matrices consisting of 256 (t1) × 32 (t2) ×
4096 (t3) complex points, subsequently zero-filled to 512× 64× 8192
complex points. All spectra were processed and analyzed using the
software package NMRPipe.40 Peak positions were determined by
parabolic interpolation.

Results and Discussion

Any observedJ splitting is reduced relative to the trueJ value
by an effect that finds its origin in differential relaxation rates
of coherences that are in-phase or antiphase with respect to the
passive spin, X, whose couplings are being sought.31 Although
numerous methods for3J-coupling measurement in proteins have
been proposed over the past few decades, the vast majority of
these are affected by this differential relaxation rate, contributing
to an error that is difficult to quantify. Methods based on the
multiple-quantum (MQ) approach, proposed by the Griesinger
laboratory,32 greatly alleviate the severity of this effect, however.
For an I,S two-spin coherence, theJ splitting due to interaction
with spin X equalsJI,X ( JS,X. Provided that|JI,X ( JS,X|>R1X/
2π, the apparentJ-modulation frequency of MQ (I,S) coherence,
coupled to spin X, is given by

whereR1X is the longitudinal relaxation rate of X as observed
in a selective inversion-recovery experiment, i.e., includingJ(0)
spectral density contributions. For|JI,X ( JS,X| . R1X/2π, the
impact of longitudinal X-spin relaxation on the difference,|JI,X

+ JS,X| - |JI,X - JS,X|, is minimal, which then allows reliable
extraction of bothJI,X andJS,X from the sum and difference of
|JI,X + JS,X| and |JI,X - JS,X|. Below, we describe a constant-
time modification of Rexroth’s original experiment,32 yielding
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Figure 1. Pulse diagrams of the 3D MQ(1HN,13CR)-HNCA experiments for measurements of3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′, and3JHN,Câ. For 3JHN,HR, pulse scheme (a) is
used. For measurement of3JHN,C′, the boxed element in (a) is substituted by the element shown in (b) and likewise, for measurement of3JHN,Câ, by the
element shown in (c). For (b) and (c), perdeuteration of non-exchangeable protons is required. The representation shown is schematic, without marking of
delays for ensuring zero phase. A more detailed version of the pulse sequence, including such delays, is provided in the Supporting Information, Figure S4.
Narrow and wide filled bars indicate nonselective 90° and 180° pulses. Triangular-shaped13C′ pulses represent selective 180° Gaussian pulses; triangular
13Cali pulses are broadband aliphatic inversion/refocusing pulses. The triangular pulse on1H depicts an HN-selective REBURP pulse,36 carefully adjusted to
invert the HN but not the HR spins. Unless indicated otherwise, all radio frequency pulses are applied with phasex. Phase cycling:φ3 ) {x, x, x, x, -x, -x,
-x, -x}; φ4 ) {x, -x, x, -x}; φ5 ) y; φrec ) {x, -x, -x, x}. For spectrum A:φ1 ) {x, x, -x, -x}; φ2 ) {x, -x, x, -x}. For spectrum B:φ1 ) {y, y,
-y, -y}; φ2 ) {y, -y, y, -y}. A - B (A + B) selects DQ (ZQ) components.32 Delay values:τ1 ) 2.6 ms,τ2 ) 13.7 ms,τ3 ) 13 ms in (a) and 27 ms in
(b), τ4 ) 1/(4JN,CR) ) 13.5 ms,λ ) 320 µs. Pulsed field gradients, indicated on the line marked PFG, are applied along thex-, y-, andz-axis with the
following duration/strength: G1, 500µs, 18 G/cm; G2, 300µs, 36 G/cm; G3, 500µs, 18 G/cm; G4, 250µs, 15 G/cm; G5, 3400µs, -30 G/cm; G6, 144.75
µs,-30 G/cm; G7, 200µs, 30 G/cm. Quadrature detection in the MQ(t1) dimension is achieved in the regular States-TPPI manner, simultaneously incrementing
φ1 andφ2; quadrature in the15N dimension is achieved by the Rance-Kay method,37 inverting G5 andφ5.

(JI,X ( JS,X)app) x(JI,X ( JS,X)
2 - (R1X/2π)2 (1)
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measurement of3JHN,HR at increased resolution, and extend the
MQ concept to measurement of3JHN,Câ and 3JHN,C′ couplings.

Multiple-Quantum Measurement of 3J-Couplings.Figure
1 shows three pulse sequences, based on the MQ concept, for
measurement of3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and3JHN,C′. In these experiments,
zero-quantum (ZQ) and double-quantum (DQ) coherence be-
tween the amide proton and intraresidue13CR evolves in the
presence of a nonperturbed third spin, X, where X is HR, Câ, or
C′. Whereas the ZQ term is then modulated by cos[π(1JCR,X -
3JHN,X)t1], the DQ signal will be modulated by cos[π(1JCR,X +
3JHN,X)t1]. Considering that1JCR,X . 3JHN,X, this approach yields
relatively large, resolvable splittings of both the DQ and ZQ
signals, and the difference in their splittings equals 23JHN,X (for
X ) C′, Câ) or 2(1+ κ)3JHN,X (for X ) HR).

In general terms, all three experiments can be described by
the following coherence pathway:

where E is the unity operator; MQ denotes the DQ or ZQ
operator;JDQ and JZQ are JHN,X + JCR,X and JHN,X - JCR,X,
respectively;ΩCR, ΩHN, andΩN are the angular13CR, 1HN, and
15N chemical shift frequencies, respectively;ΩDQ ) ΩHN + ΩCR

andΩZQ ) ΩHN - ΩCR; RMQ is the MQ relaxation rate,RSQ the
transverse1HN relaxation rate, andR2

N andR2
H the transverse

15N and 1HN relaxation rates;TMQ is the total MQ[1HN,13CR]
duration; and 2τ4 is the duration of the constant-time15N t2
evolution period. For the schemes of Figure 1a,b,TMQ equals
the duration of the constant-time MQ evolution period; for
Figure 1c,TMQ ) t1. Spin X refers to1HR, 13C′, and13Câ for
the schemes of Figure 1a-c, respectively. The intermediate
conversion to single-quantum coherence, SQ[1HN], between MQ
and15N takes place only in the scheme of Figure 1a, withκ >
0; for the other experiments, MQ is converted directly into15N.
The SQ[1HN] element extends the evolution under the3JHN,HR

Hamiltonian byκt1, and1HN chemical-shift evolution continues
after the MQ evolution. This then yields effective chemical shift
modulation frequencies ofΩCR + ΩHN - κΩHN for the double-
quantum component andΩCR - ΩHN + κΩHN for the zero-
quantum signal.32 This has the net effect of scaling the
contribution of 3JHN,HR to the apparentJ splitting in the MQ
dimension:

where the+ and - signs apply for the double- and zero-
quantum spectra, respectively. Note that increasing the contribu-
tion of 3JHN,HR to the MQ splitting by increasingκ also increases
the line widths, owing to the relaxation termRSQ that is active
during κt1, albeit that better effective resolution is attainable
because the total time during which3JHN,HR evolves becomes
longer than the 28 ms constant-time duration applicable forκ

) 0. In practice, the additional relaxation results in an upper

limit κ e 2. For the3JHN,C′ and 3JHN,Câ measurements, carried
out for the perdeuterated sample, the13CR-1HN multiple-
quantum relaxation rate is no longer dominated by the13CR-
1H dipolar contribution, and longer sampling in thet1 dimension
can be used for enhancing resolution instead of using the
additional SQ period, i.e., keepingκ ) 0.

The pulse sequences shown in Figure 1 at first sight may
appear to contain more than the absolute minimum number of
pulses needed for selecting the desired coherence transfer
pathway. However, these additional pulses are needed to ensure
that at timet1 ) 0, there has been zero evolution caused byJ
coupling and by1H and 13C chemical shifts, i.e., that in the
multiple-quantum dimension the signals are modulated by pure
cosine (or sine) terms. Note that any dephasing prior tot1 ) 0
cannot easily be accounted for by common linearly frequency-
dependent phase correction, and anyJ-evolution prior tot1 ) 0
would lead to relative phase errors within a given multiplet,
which can significantly impact the extraction ofJ-coupling
values.41 Details on delay durations and pulses, required to
ensure minimal dephasing att1 ) 0, are given in the Supporting
Information.

The pulse scheme of Figure 1a converts the original experi-
ment of Rexroth et al. into a constant-time (CT) experiment
with a 13CR CT duration of 1/1JCR,Câ ≈ 28 ms, thereby removing
1JCR,Câ splittings and enhancing resolution. Figure 2 shows cross
sections orthogonal to the15N axis through the multiple-quantum
spectra recorded with the scheme of Figure 1a, forκ ) 1 (Figure
2a) andκ ) 2 (Figure 2b). For each of these spectra, the cross
section through the double-quantum correlation of residue T49
has been superimposed on the zero-quantum doublet. The
differences in splitting for the spectra of Figure 2a,b equal
43JHN,HR and 63JHN,HR, respectively.3J values for GB3 are
presented in the Supporting Information.

The 3D CT-MQ(1HN,13CR)-HNCA experiment for measure-
ment of3JHN,C′ (Figure 1b) has been designed for application to
samples where the13C-attached hydrogens are substituted by
deuterium, obviating the need of1HR decoupling during the CT
1HN-13CR multiple-quantum evolution period. Analogous to the
scheme of Figure 1a, CT evolution eliminates1JCR,Câ splittings
in the F1 dimension. Considering the long13CR transverse
relaxation time of the perdeuterated GB3 sample used for this
measurement, a longer CT duration of 2/1JCR,Câ ≈ 56 ms is used,
increasing spectral resolution in the multiple-quantum dimension
(Figure 2c) without adversely impacting sensitivity. Note that,
however, at higher multiples of 1/1JCR,Câ, long-range13C-13C
J-dephasing can lead to considerable signal loss.

The MQ(1HN,13CR)-HNCA experiment of Figure 1c is aimed
at measurement of3JHN,Câ. In contrast to the experiments of
Figure 1a,b,1JCR,Câ is not removed by performing the experiment
in a constant-time manner. Instead,1JCR,Câ becomes the dominant
contribution to the MQ(1HN,13CR) splitting, to which3JHN,Câ is
either added or subtracted (Figure 2d).

Note that, although the three multiple-quantum experiments
of Figure 1 are intended for measurement of three-bond
intraresidueJ couplings, the connectivity between15Ni and
13CR

i-1, resulting from2JN,CR in HNCA-type experiments, also
yields correlations to13CR

i-1, and therefore to4JHN,HR (Figure
1a), 2JHN,C′ (Figure 1b), and4JHN,Câ (Figure 1c). Although the
presence of these sequential2JN,CR-mediated correlations does

(41) Kontaxis, G.; Clore, G. M.; Bax, A.J. Magn. Reson.2000, 143, 184-196.

1H f 15N f MQ[1HN,13CR](E/2 ( Xz)

exp{-i(ΩMQ ( πJMQ)t1 - RMQTMQ} f

SQ[1HN](E/2 ( Xz)

exp{(-i(-ΩHN
( πJHN,X) - RSQ)κt1} f

15N exp{-iΩNt2 - 2R2
Nτ4} f

1H exp{(-iΩH - R2
H)t3} (2)

JMQ
app) 1JCR,HR ( (1 + κ)3JHN,HR (3)
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not directly impact the measured couplings, it can result in
resonance overlap and some attenuation of the intraresidue
correlations of interest. Use ofτ2 andτ4 durations of ca. 13.5
ms, slightly longer than commonly used in regular HNCA
experiments, where observation of this sequential connectivity
is desirable, minimizes the intensity of these sequential con-
nectivities while increasing the sensitivity for the intraresidue
correlations of interest.

Validation of Multiple-Quantum J-Measurements. Al-
though the multiple-quantum experiments are intrinsically much
less affected by the finite lifetime of the passively coupled spin,32

the presence of other systematic errors cannot be excludeda
priori . We therefore compare these measurements with results
from well-establishedJ-modulation (3JHN,HR) and E.COSY
experiments (3JHN,Câ and3JHN,C′), with the anticipation that these
standard experiments may show slightly reduced couplings when
no correction for the finite lifetime of the passive spin is used.
In the absence of phase or line shape distortion, the precision
at which a peak position can be determined equals approximately
LW/(2S/N), where LW is the line width at half-height and S/N
the signal-to-noise ratio.41 Using this relation, we find lower
limits for the propagated uncertainties of 0.08 Hz for3JHN,HR at
κ ) 1 and 0.07 Hz forκ ) 2 (Supporting Information, Table
S4). With the pairwise rmsd between theκ ) 1 andκ ) 2
measurements being 0.15 Hz, this points to self-consistency of
the two multiple-quantum measurements of3JHN,HR. These
couplings also show close agreement with3JHN,HR couplings
measured from a series of3JHN,HR-modulated HMQC experi-
ments (Figure 3a). The pairwise rmsd between the averaged
MQ sets of3JHN,HR couplings and those obtained from3JHN,HR

modulation equals 0.28 Hz, indicating a random error of 0.14
Hz in their averaged values. Although this pairwise rmsd is
somewhat larger than expected on the basis of their statistical
minimal uncertainties, the random uncertainty in the averaged
values is much smaller than the rmsd obtained when fitting these
data to a Karplus equation (see below) and, therefore, will not
limit our analysis.

Based on line width and S/N for3JHN,C′, the experimental
random error in the multiple-quantum-based measurement
(Figure 1b) is∼0.16 Hz, whereas smaller random errors (∼0.06
Hz) are obtained with the HNCA[CO] E.COSY measurement.
With the pairwise rmsd between the two sets of independent

measurements being 0.19 Hz (Figure 3b), this points to the
absence of significant systematic errors in either measurement
and a random error of 0.10 Hz in their averaged values.

For the multiple-quantum3JHN,Câ measurement, the measure-
ment precision based on line width and signal-to-noise ratio is
estimated at 0.10 Hz. Comparison with values measured from
the HNCA[CB] E.COSY experiment shows a small systematic
difference between the two sets, with the E.COSY experiments
being, on average, 6% smaller (Figure 3c). The smaller E.COSY
value is anticipated on the basis of the non-negligible effect of
the 15° 13C pulse at the end of the13CR evolution period on the
passive spin (13Câ), accounting for a 3-4% reduction in the
E.COSY3JHN,Câ value, with the remainder attributed to the finite
13Câ T1 value. After the E.COSY3JHN,Câ values are increased
by 6%, the pairwise rmsd between the two sets of measurements
equals 0.14 Hz, indicating a random error of∼0.07 Hz in the
averaged values, used for all further analyses.

The exceptionally small error in the3JHN,Câ and 3JHN,C′
measurements can be attributed to the fact that a perdeuterated
protein was used, resulting in favorable relaxation behavior of
the 1HN-13CR multiple-quantum coherence and narrowing of
HN line widths in the E.COSY-type experiments. The use of a
15° flip angle pulse after13CR evolution rather than a selective
13CR pulse lowers the signal-to-noise ratio by 75%. However,
the higher sensitivity afforded by the use of perdeuteration,
together with GB3’s small size and the high sample concentra-
tion, made it preferable to use this small flip angle (15°) pulse
over a band-selective13CR pulse, which would have interfered
with measurements for Thr and Ser residues.29

The pulse sequences presented in Figure 1 were key for
eliminating the possibility of systematic errors caused by the
finite lifetime of the passive spin in the commonly used E.COSY
and J-modulation measurements. Our results indicate that, at
least for small proteins such as GB3, this systematic error is
indeed smaller than the random measurement error. Considering
that the precision of the3J measurement in the conventional
E.COSY andJ-modulation experiments is comparable to that
obtained with the new experiments of Figure 1, averaging of
the values obtained from these independent measurements yields
the most reliable3J couplings.

Fits of Karplus Equations to a Static Protein Structure.
Karplus equations relate the three-bond scalar couplingsJ to

Figure 2. Overlays of two-dimensional cross sections taken through the 3D multiple-quantum spectra recorded for the protein GB3 with the pulse schemes
of (a,b) Figure 1a (κ ) 1 for (a); κ ) 2 for (b)), (c) Figure 1b, and (d) Figure 1c. Cross sections through the multiplets corresponding to residue T49 are
taken orthogonal to the15N axis and display the superimposed HN-CR double-quantum (black) and zero-quantum (red) frequencies, split by (a)1JCR,HR (
23JHN,HR, (b) 1JCR,HR ( 33JHN,HR, (c) 1JCR,Câ ( 3JHN,Câ, and (d)1JCR,C′ ( 3JHN,C′, where the+ and- signs refer to the double-quantum (black) and zero-quantum
(red) signals, respectively.
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their intervening dihedral angles,θ.42 Many empirically deter-
mined parameter sets have been presented over the years for
the six different couplings that relate to the peptide torsion angle
φ.23,29,30,43-45 The vast majority of prior parametrizations for
the relation between3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′ and3JHN,Câ and intervening
dihedral angles are based on X-ray coordinates of the backbone
atoms to derive the C′i-1-Ni-CR

i-C′i torsion angle,φ, and
utilize θ ) φ - 60°, θ ) φ + 180°, andθ ) φ + 60° as the
respective dihedral angles. Our present set ofJ couplings is
among the highest in measured precision available to date;
moreover, very high resolution (1.1-Å) X-ray35 and NMR34

structures are available for GB3. In addition, one of the NMR

structures (PDB entry 2OED), calculated on the basis of a very
large number of RDCs, recorded in five different media, has
been refined with relaxed geometric restraints, allowing the
amide N-H vector to bend out of the peptide plane. A very
similar parameter set was used in deriving the GB3 ensemble
structure,16 resulting in comparable deviations from idealized
geometry. It is therefore interesting to evaluate whether the
improved measurement precision and the high resolution
of the reference structure result in better fits to the Karplus
equations than available previously, and whether these equations
provide a better match to the experimental couplings when using
the φ-derived dihedral angles or the actual dihedral angles
computed on the basis of the1H coordinates in the RDC-refined
structure. When comparing the dihedral angles intervening the
3J-coupled nuclei in the NMR structure of GB3 (PDB entry
2OED) with the corresponding angles in the analogous structure
where hydrogens and Câ carbons are first removed and then
added in their idealized positions, the pairwise rmsd between
the applicable dihedral angles equals 5.0° for 3JHN,HR, 4.2° for
3JHN,C′, and 4.6° for 3JHN,Câ. The pairwise rmsd between theφ
angles of the NMR and crystal structures (3.4°) is somewhat
smaller.

With the exception of two residues (L12 and D40), previously
identified on the basis of15N relaxation measurements as being
subject to highly elevated backbone dynamics,46 all non-Gly
residues for which3J couplings could be measured are included
in the Karplus curve parametrization. In addition, considering
that GB3 contains only a single non-Gly residue with a positive
φ angle, data from all three non-Gly residues withφ > 0 in
ubiquitin, for which very precise3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′, and 3JHN,Câ

values were reported previously,29 were added to the input data,
resulting in a better definition of the Karplus curves in the
positiveφ region.

Although the Karplus coefficients obtained when fitting the
same sets of3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′, and 3JHN,Câ couplings to their
respective dihedral angles are very similar to one another when
using different input structures (Supporting Information, Table
S6), the fit to the RDC-refined structure (PDB entry 2OED,
calculated in the absence of3J-coupling input restraints) is
superior for all three coupling types. The corresponding Karplus
coefficients are listed in Table 1. Not only is there an
improvement in the fit when using theφ angles of the NMR
structure over those of the X-ray structure, in both cases adding
the protons in idealized positions (Figure 4), but a considerably
larger improvement in the fit is obtained when the experimen-
tally derived hydrogen positions are used for calculating the
applicable dihedral angles. Remarkably, the agreement further
improves when fitting the3J couplings to a dynamic ensemble,16

calculated from the same input parameters as the regular RDC-
refined NMR structure supplemented with experimental15N
relaxation-derived order parameters,S2,46 and X-ray-derived
temperature factors.35 Figure 4 indicates that, for both the single
structure and the ensemble structure, an optimal fit is obtained
for each of the three coupling types when the hydrogen positions
are close to 100% of the full deviation from idealized geometry,
obtained in the RDC-refined structures which are generated with
attenuated geometric restraints for HN positioning.16,34

Impact of Backbone Dynamics on Fit to Karplus Curves.
When parametrizing Karplus equations, motional averaging

(42) Karplus, M.J. Phys. Chem.1963, 85, 2870-2871.
(43) Bystrov, V. F.Prog. NMR Spectrosc.1976, 10, 41-82.
(44) Pardi, A.; Billeter, M.; Wu¨thrich, K. J. Mol. Biol. 1984, 180, 741-751.
(45) Perez, C.; Lohr, F.; Ruterjans, H.; Schmidt, J. M.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2001,

123, 7081-7093. (46) Hall, J. B.; Fushman, D.J. Biomol. NMR2003, 27, 261-275.

Figure 3. Comparison of3J couplings in GB3 measured with the multiple-
quantum experiments of Figure 1 and values measured using conventional
experiments. (a) Values measured with the pulse scheme of Figure 1a
(averaged overκ ) 1 andκ ) 2) versus values measured byJ-modulated
CT-heteronuclear multiple-quantum coherence (HMQC).38 Based on
Monte Carlo analysis, adding random noise to the peak intensities, the
CT-HMQC-derived 3JHN,HR values have a lower limit random error
of 0.13 Hz. (b) Comparison of3JHN,C′ measured with the pulse scheme of
Figure 1b with those from HNCA[C′]-E.COSY. (c) Comparison of3JHN,Câ

measured with the pulse scheme of Figure 1c with those from HNCA[Câ]-
E.COSY.
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effects are automatically absorbed in the coefficients of these
best-fitted Karplus equations.21 Any measuredJ coupling
represents the time-average of the instantaneousJ values. These

instantaneousJ couplings vary with time due to the angular
fluctuations of the intervening dihedral angle, which occurs on
a time scale faster than the measurement.19,20

Assuming averaging over a Gaussian-distributed range of
angles, with a standard deviationσ around an average valueθ,
for σ , π the time-averagedJ value can simply be expressed
as21

In this notation, for a perfectly rigid molecule, i.e., whenσ )
0, the coefficients of the resulting quadratic equation in terms
of cosθ become the standard Karplus coefficients, commonly
referred to asA, B, and C. When Karplus equations are
parametrized on the basis of experimentally determined3J
couplings in a protein, the extracted coefficients reflect an
average over the set of site-specific values ofA exp(-2σ2), B(-
σ2/2), and (A/2)(1 - exp(-2σ2)) + C.

In proteins, several three-bondJ couplings define the
backbone torsion angleφ. Assuming time-independent covalent
bond angles at the CR site, Karplus equations for each coupling
type depend on the same set ofφ and σ values. AnN × M
nonlinear equation system (whereN is the number of coupling
types andM is the number ofφ angles evaluated) can then be
solved by best-fitting

where i ∈ {1, ..., M} and k ∈ {1, ..., N}. For planar peptide
bond geometry and ideal tetrahedral geometry at CR, ηik would
equal-π/3 for 3JHN,HR, π for 3JHN,C′, or π/3 for 3JHN,Câ. In this
study, ηik values are taken either from structures to which
protons were added in idealized positions or from the NMR
structure of GB3, calculated by inclusion of RDCs, where the
amide proton is not forced to be in the peptide plane. The
deviations of η from the canonical values are small. For
example, a pairwise rmsd of 5.6° is found when comparing the
HN-N-CR-HR dihedral angles of NMR structures with
experimental1H positions, with those where the1H coordinates
are first deleted and then re-added assuming idealized geometry.
Nevertheless, as shown below, use of the experimentalη values
results in significantly better fits to the Karplus equations.

With three different3J couplings measured for each ofN
residues in GB3, the number of observables, 3N, greatly exceeds
the number of unknowns,N + 9, where 9 refers to the number
of Karplus coefficients to be determined for the three types of
couplings andN to the individualσi values. In principle, this
therefore permits extraction of both the Karplus parameters, as
well as the individual amplitudes of theφ angle fluctuations,
σi. In practice, extracting the absolute value of the averageσi

value from such data is challenging. For example, ifσi values
were uniform, a perfect fit to eq 5 could be obtained regardless
of the actual value ofσi, which is then absorbed into the effective
values ofA, B, andC. Therefore, a choice for the average value
of σi needs to be made, and extracted individualσi values reflect
the deviation from this average value. Molecular dynamics
trajectories suggest thatσi ) 10° is a reasonable estimate for

Table 1. Karplus Coefficients and Statistical Values from Fitsa

fitting modelb 3J type A (Hz) B (Hz) C (Hz) rmsd (Hz)

rigid HN,HR 7.97 -1.26 0.63 0.42
rigid HN,C′ 4.12 -1.10 0.11 0.31
rigid HN,Câ 3. 51 -0.53 0.14 0.25
motion HN,HR 8.69 -1.14 0.39 0.38c

motion HN,C′ 4.53 -1.09 -0.09 0.31c

motion HN,Câ 3.85 -0.47 -0.08 0.23c

ensembled HN,HR 8.40 -1.36 0.33 0.36
ensembled HN,C′ 4.36 -1.08 -0.01 0.30
ensembled HN,Câ 3.71 -0.59 0.08 0.22

a Reported values correspond to the fits of the3J values listed in
Supporting Information Table S5 to the NMR structure (PDB entry 2OED)
of GB3. Values for three non-Gly residues with positiveφ angles in ubiquitin
(A46, N60, and E64), together with dihedral angles from its NMR-refined
X-ray structure,30 were also included in the fit.b “Rigid” refers to
conventional singular value decomposition (SVD) fitting of observed3J
couplings (all values except for dynamically disordered L12 and D40) to a
static structure. “Motion” refers to the results obtained when using eq 5
andA coefficients fixed at values obtained when using a separate fit to 35
GB3 plus 3 ubiquitin residues that fit within 1.5 standard deviations to a
static model, and having15N-relaxation-derivedS2 g 0.75, assuming a
uniform σ ) 10°. c Allowing for residue-specificσ values, i.e., using 56
instead of 9 variable parameters in the fit.d Karplus coefficients are derived
from a fit to Karplus equations for each of the 160 ensemble conformers.
With the observedJ couplings being linear averages over the coupling of
each conformer, theN × M linear equation system (whereN is the number
of coupling types andM is the number ofφ angles evaluated) to be
minimized is given byJik,observed) (1/P)∑l)1

P Jikl ) Ak〈cos2(φil + ηikl)〉 +
Bk〈cos(φil + ηikl)〉 + Ck, wherei ∈ {1, ...,M}, k ∈ {1, ...,N}, and l sums
overP ensemble conformers. The number of adjustable parameters equals
three for each Karplus equation.

Figure 4. Relative root-mean-square deviations (rmsd) between3JHN,HR

(blue),3JHN,C′ (red), and3JHN,Câ (green) and their respective optimized static
Karplus curves (eq 4 withσ ) 0) when fit to the NMR structure of GB3
(PDB code 2OED) (dashed lines) or to the 160-member dynamic ensemble
of NMR structures (solid lines), as a function of hydrogen positioning. A
0% deviation corresponds to structures where HN, HR, and Câ are in their
idealized positions, and 100% corresponds to hydrogens in their RDC-
derived positions, with a linear scaling of the applicable dihedral angles
for intermediate percentages. The value rmsdnmr refers to the rmsd between
the observed couplings and those averaged for the ensemble of NMR
structures when using Karplus parameters optimized for this ensemble
(Supporting Information, Table S7; rmsdnmr ) 0.36, 0.30, and 0.22 Hz for
3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′ and3JHN,Câ, respectively). Arrows mark the fractional increase
in rmsd when Karplus equations are optimized on the basis of the 1IGD
X-ray coordinates, with hydrogens added in their idealized positions. In
the fits, the highly mobile GB3 residues L12 and D40 were excluded, and
the three human ubiquitin residues with positiveφ values (A46, N60, and
E64; angles from NMR-refined X-ray structure30) were included for tighter
restriction.

J(θ,σ) ) A exp(-2σ2) cos2 θ + B exp(-σ2/2) cosθ +
(A/2)(1 - exp(-2σ2)) + C (4)

J i,k(φi,σi) ) Ak exp(-2σi
2) cos2(φi + ηik) +

Bk exp(-σi
2/2) cos(φi + ηik) + (Ak/2)(1 - exp(-2σi

2)) +
Ck (5)
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the amplitude ofφ angle fluctuations in well-ordered parts of a
protein,21 and we choose this average value as the reference
for all residues that simultaneously meet two criteria: (1)S2 g
0.75 on the basis of15N relaxation studies46 and (2) none of
the three J couplings deviate by more than 1.5 standard
deviations from their respective Karplus curve when using the
above-described parametrizations for a static structure. Residues
excluded in the determination of theA, B, andC parameters by
either of these two criteria are marked in the Supporting
Information, Figure S5. To investigate how sensitive the results
are to the assumed value ofσi, the entire procedure is also
repeated forσi ) 0° and for σi ) 20°, and to evaluate how
sensitive results are to the structure used, the procedure is
repeated for the X-ray structure withσi ) 10° (Supporting
Information, Table S7).

When solving the set of eqs 5, the availability of very different
values ofηik for any given residue,i, improves the stability of
the solutions, and from this perspective3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′, and
3JHN,Câ constitute an ideal set. In principle, the complementary
3JC′,HR, 3JC′,C′, and3JC′,Câ could also be measured,23,30 but their
ηik values differ by∼180° relative to the set considered in this
study and therefore do not contain independent information on
the φ angle rms fluctuations,σi. These latter couplings are
therefore not considered in this work.

Figure 5 shows how the Karplus curves for3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′,
and3JHN,Câ are affected by the amplitude ofφ angle fluctuations.
Clearly, for residues such as L12, an elevatedσi ) 30-35°
results in a smaller value predicted for3JHN,HR, and a better fit
to the experimental data. This agrees with elevated dynamics
for the amide group of this residue, previously concluded from
both 15N relaxation46 and backbone RDCs.17 Note, however,
that for residues withφ angles close to the “nodes” in Figure 5,
for which the Karplus equations are least sensitive toσi, little
improvement in the fit is obtained. In fact, allowing theσi values
as 47 additional, residue-specific parameters when determining
the optimal Karplus parameters from eq 5 yields only very
modest reductions in the goodness of the fits between experi-
mental values and the Karplus curves. Using as a reference the
single, static NMR structure (2OED), for3JHN,HR the rmsd
decreases from 0.42 to 0.38 Hz, and for3JHN,Câ from 0.25 to
0.23 Hz, whereas for3JHN,C′ it remains 0.31 Hz. Comparably
small reductions are obtained when using the X-ray structure
as the reference or when using an average value ofσi ) 0° or
20° for the above-defined set of 35 most-ordered residues
(Supporting Information, Table S6). In terms of standardF
statistics, introduction of the 50 adjustableσi values in the fit
is clearly not warranted, indicating that residuals in the fit to
the Karplus equations are dominated by factors other than
backbone dynamics. Even if all of the residuals were attributed
to variations in the magnitude of theφ angle fluctuations, with
a rmsd value of 5-6.5° (depending on the choice of the average
σi value), these variations remain moderate and constitute an
upper limit for their true variation. As expected, when a
reference structure is used that demonstrates a much poorer fit
to the experimental3J couplings, such as the 1.1-Å X-ray
structure with protons added in idealized positions, attributing
the increased residuals to variation in dynamics results in
artificially largerφ angle fluctuations (Supporting Information,
Table S7). This result indicates that error in the reference
structure increases the spread in residue-specificσ values when

interpreted using eq 5, and values extracted in this manner
therefore must be considered as upper limits. Remarkably, the
best fit to the3J couplings is obtained for the recent ensemble
structure, calculated from the same RDCs but with additional
order parameter restraints, derived from15N relaxation, and
crystallographically determined temperature factors. This en-
semble exhibits〈σ〉 ) 8.6 ( 4.1°. The improvement obtained
when fitting the3J couplings to the ensemble NMR structure
over a single-conformer NMR structure does not reflect the
dynamics of the ensemble but results from an improved
definition of the average dihedral angles when using the NMR
restraints to derive the structure (Supporting Information, Table
S6). This conclusion is supported by essentially indistinguishably
good fits when using simply the ensemble-averaged dihedral
angles and when fitting to the entire dynamic ensemble.

The fact that the deviations between observed3J values and
a static Karplus curve are comparable in regions close to the
“nodes” and areas where3J depends strongly onσi strongly
suggests that factors other than internal dynamics dominate the
differences between measured values and these empirical curves.
For all three types of couplings, the residual rmsd is also
considerably larger than the uncertainty in the measurements,
as estimated from independent measurements using quite

Figure 5. 3JHN,HR, 3JHN,C′, and3JHN,Câ versus their respective dihedral angles
in the NMR structure, offset byπ/3, π, and- π/3 for easy comparison of
3J values, observed for any given residue. Karplus curves shown are for
different motional amplitudes,σ, ranging from 0° (blue) to 40° (red) in
steps of 5°, simultaneously optimized using eq 5 but restraining the Karplus
A coefficient to the value obtained for the 35+ 3 well-ordered, well-fitting
residues, for whichσ ) 10° was assumed (see text). Filled circles represent
the experimental3J values, colored according to theσγ motions, about the
CR

i-1-CR
i axis derived from RDC analysis.17 Residue T25 (noσγ available)

is shown in black.
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different experimental schemes for each of these couplings.
Therefore, likely causes may be found in the effects of hydrogen
bonding, distortions in local geometry, and substituent effects.
Indeed, electronegative substituents are well recognized as
having a significant impact on3J values.47 This latter effect has
the most impact on3JHN,Câ, where the electronegativity of the
Câ-attached atoms varies with residue type. Quantum-chemical
calculations confirm that residue type has a considerable effect
on 3JHN,Câ, as does the side-chainø1 angle, which determines
the orientation of the Câ substituents relative to the coupled
spins (Supporting Information). The side chains for many of
the residues in GB3 are dynamically disordered,48 and correction
for the side-chain “substituent” effect is therefore not readily
possible. Hydrogen bonding to HN is also calculated to have a
non-negligible impact (Supporting Information), but here too,
the detailed true variations in the applicable hydrogen bond
lengths are not accurately known, in particular for the amides
hydrogen-bonded to the solvent. Finally, bond angles at CR are
predicted to have some impact on all three types of3J couplings
discussed in this study (Supporting Information). Although the
presence of such distortions in proteins is well recognized,49

the resolution at which protein structures are solved by
crystallography and NMR is insufficient for accurate quantifica-
tion at the residue-specific level.

Concluding Remarks

Our study of three-bondJ couplings related to the backbone
torsion angleφ in a small protein defines the limit at which
such couplings can be interpreted in structural terms. Interest-
ingly, improved agreement is observed between3J couplings
and dihedral angles derived from an NMR structure over that
obtained from the highly refined crystal structure, even when
hydrogens are positioned relative to the backbone C and N atoms
in the same, idealized fashion. This improvement, which occurs
for all three types ofJ couplings, indicates that, although
differences in the time- and ensemble-averaged backbone torsion
angles,φ, of the structures previously determined in solution at
room temperature and in the crystalline state at cryogenic
temperature are very small (rmsd 3.4°), they are validated by
our J-coupling measurements.

In conventional NMR structure determination, the number
and quality of the input restraints generally are insufficient to
model deviations from idealized geometry, and invariably such
structures are derived using strong, artificial terms enforcing
idealized values for bond lengths and angles, as well as so-
called improper restraints to define planarity of aromatic groups
and peptide bonds. The current structures of GB3, however,
are based on an exceptionally large number of RDCs, including
13C-13C, 13C-15N, 15N-1H, and13C-1H interactions, measured
in five different alignment media. These data were previously
used to evaluate the positions of HN and HR atoms relative to

the protein backbone and indicated small deviations from
ideality.34 The present analysis shows a remarkable improvement
for all three types ofJ couplings when fitting these values to
the dihedral angles defined by RDCs over those obtained when
fitting these values to dihedral angles computed for hydrogens
in idealized positions. Considering that, in most experimental
NMR studies, lacking extensive RDC measurements in multiple
media, there is insufficient information to define the deviations
of the hydrogen positions from idealized positions, this result
also defines the limit in using3J couplings in terms of deriving
the backbone torsion angleφ in proteins.

The close agreement between quite different types of experi-
ments for measurement of each of the3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and3JHN,C′
couplings excludes the possibility of substantial systematic or
random errors in these values. The fact that the residual errors,
when fitting these values by optimized Karplus equations to
the RDC-refined protein structure, are considerably larger than
the measurement uncertainties points to the presence of factors
that affect3J couplings other than the dihedral angle. These
other factors may include motion, substituent effects, geometric
distortion, and hydrogen bonding. A straightforward approach
to account for fluctuations in the intervening dihedral angle has
previously been proposed by Bruschweiler and Case.21 However,
adding an additional term to account for motion should
simultaneously improve the fits for3JHN,HR, 3JHN,Câ, and3JHN,C′
couplings. The absence of a statistically significant improvement
indicates that motion is not the dominant reason for the residual
mismatch between experimental couplings and the Karplus
equations. Instead, DFT calculations suggest that these residual
discrepancies are dominated by substituent effects, in particular
residue type andø1 angle for3JHN,Câ, small geometric distortions
caused by local strain, and variations in hydrogen bonding.
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